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Managing Corporate Information Systems Evolution and MaintenanceIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Managing Corporate Information Systems Evolution and Maintenance addresses the recent developments of systems maintenance research and practices ranging from technicality of systems evolution to managerial aspects of the topic. It includes very contemporary issues such as evolving legacy systems to e-business, applying patterns for reengineering...
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Running MS-DOS 20th Anniversary EditionMicrosoft Press, 2002
Get the book that set the standard for all other MS-DOS books—now celebrating its 20th anniversary!  Running MS-DOS is the best selling guide to the operating system that changed personal computing history. Featuring Van Wolverton’s down-to-earth style and eloquent applications, this one-step reference makes MS-DOS...
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Application Development Using Visual Basic and .NETPrentice Hall, 2002
Build industrial-strength .NET applications with Visual Basic.

	Experienced programmers: Quickly come up to speed on the new, powerful Visual Basic .NET
	Practical, hands-on coverage of the .NET Framework, CLR, ADO.NET, ASP.NET, Web services, security, interoperability, and more
	Running case study:...
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Shortest Way Home: One Mayor's Challenge and a Model for America's FutureLiveright, 2019

	
		NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

		"The best American political autobiography since Barack Obama’s Dreams from My Father." ?Charles Kaiser, The Guardian

		

		A mayor’s inspirational story of a Midwest city that has become nothing less than a blueprint for the...
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Tivoli and Websphere Application Server on Z/OS (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
IBM WebSphere Application Server has grown to be a successful application server platform. With IBM WebSphere Application Server on z/OS, the preferred application server platform gains the benefits of capacity and robustness from the mainframe legacy. It also gains access to data and transactions residing on z/OS subsystems such as DB2 and...
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Test-Driven Development with MockitoPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to apply Test-Driven Development and the Mockito framework in real life projects, using realistic, hands-on examples


	Overview

	
		Start writing clean, high quality code to apply Design Patterns and principles
	
		Add new features to your project by applying Test-first development- JUnit...
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Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 R3 Reporting CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 90 recipes to help you resolve your new SSRS Reporting woes in Dynamics AX 2012 R3


	About This Book

	
		Easy and effortless deployment of SSRS reports
	
		One stop solution for developers to customize existing SSRS reports in Dynamics AX R3
	
		Step-by-step tutorial with solutions...
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Xml on Z/OS and Os/390: Introduction to a Service-Oriented Architecture (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2003
This IBM Redbook describes the use of XML on IBM servers running z/OS or OS/390, and how it can be extended to modernize legacy applications. It provides both a high-level discussion of service-oriented architecture along with practical, detailed information about XML. In addition to an overview of XML concepts, the first part of the book provides...
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Computer Forensics For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Uncover a digital trail of e-evidence by using the helpful, easy-to-understand information in Computer Forensics For Dummies! Professional and armchair investigators alike can learn the basics of computer forensics, from digging out electronic evidence to solving the case. You won’t need a computer science degree to master...
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Connections for the Digital Age: Multimedia Communications for Mobile, Nomadic and Fixed DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Explores and analyzes past and current technologies and trends in multimedia communication


	Digital natives—those persons born in the digital age—have an ever-widening range of wireless-enabled devices at their disposal. They are the drivers of multimedia communications, continually seeking out the technologies...
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Pro SQL Server 2008 XML (Expert's Voice in SQL Server)Apress, 2008

	Back in 1999, I was working for a dot-com when I was first exposed to the interesting new

	technology known as XML. My imagination ran wild, and I immediately began working on

	dozens of applications for XML, like custom reporting from our legacy inventory system and

	Web-based business-to-business ordering. I was as excited as a kid on...
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Cisco Unity Deployment and Solutions GuideCisco Press, 2004
Design, install, and manage a complete unified communications  solution with this definitive guide.

	
    Gain an in-depth understanding of the Cisco Unity architecture  and feature set

    
	
    Plan, design, and install a complete unified messaging...
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